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Abstract

I present the �rst results in a new program intended to make the best

use of all available technologies to provide an e�ective understanding of waves

from inspiraling black hole binaries in time for imminent observations. In

particular, I address the problem of combining the close-limit approximation

describing ringing black holes and full numerical relativity, required for essen-

tially nonlinear interactions. The results demonstrate the e�ectiveness of our

approach using general methods for a model problem, the head-on collision of

black holes. Our method allows a more direct physical understanding of these

collisions indicating clearly when non-linear methods are important. The suc-

cess of this method supports our expectation that this uni�ed approach will

be able to provide astrophysically relevant results for black hole binaries in

time to assist gravitational wave observations.
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1 Introduction

In this talk I present the earliest results of a year-old research program called The

Lazarus Project[3]. This work has been a collaborative e�ort involving also Manuela
Campanelli, Carlos Lousto, and Bernd Bru�gmann. The goal of our work is to
estimate gravitational radiation waveforms for binary black hole mergers in time
to be relevant to the �rst detections expected from the next generation of gravity
wave interferometers which will begin taking scienti�c data in the next few years.

It is widely regarded that one of the most promising astrophysical candidates
for initial observation is the �nal coalescence of a black hole { black hole binary.
Unfortunately it is also widely recognized that complete numerical simulations may
not be available before the new interferometers begin taking scienti�c data.

The general development of a black hole binary is well-known. We can point
to three stages relevant to gravitational waveforms, each treated most naturally
by a di�erent theoretical approach. First is a long-lasting inspiral phase which is
typically treated by the post-Newtonian (PN) approximation. This is followed by
a relatively brief period of essentially nonlinear interaction which may be treatable
only by full numerical (FN) simulation of Einstein's equations, and subsequently, a
ringdown phase which can be treated as a perturbation of the �nal remnant black
hole, the \close limit" (CL) approximation.

While much progress has been made, none of these approaches alone can provide
a suÆciently complete estimate of the important �nal burst of radiation produced
in black hole coalescence. We feel that the best way to achieve some estimate of
this radiation waveform is to pursue a combined approach, integrating these three
approximation methods just noted. We call this combination the \eclectic" ap-
proach because it is an attempt to make the best use of each of the traditional
approaches. Ours is a new point of view. While it has long been recognized that
the three traditional methods are most appropriate to di�erent aspects of the phys-
ical problem, very little has been done so far in the direction of making these three
approaches work together. Numerical relativity in particular has traditionally been
a very ambitious program slowly moving toward an ultimate goal of handling the
entire problem itself, with only minor input from other techniques, for example in
code testing. Our priority is timeliness, making the most of existing technology
to produce some result, an estimate, for the radiation in a timely manner, as may
be needed to aid the rapidly advancing observational e�ort. Nevertheless, our ap-
proach is dynamical, meaning that we expect to be able to take advantage of further
advances in the basic technologies, especially numerical relativity, as they develop.

The speci�c constructs required to complete the eclectic treatment can be under-
stood by considering Fig. 1. The calculation begins with a post-Newtonian treat-
ment of the inspiral, perhaps including information from resummed trajectories[5]
to provide an estimate for the dynamics which might be trusted up to the last stable
orbit. Next we will require a \PN-FN" interface, specifying a means of translating
some of the physical information from the post-Newtonian treatment into speci�c
constraint-satisfying initial data for the full numerical simulation. This simulation
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Figure 1: A spacetime schematic.

is then carried out, using for example the Cactus code[6], until a single black hole
is formed in the spacetime. In the second \FN-CL" interface, information in the
late-time region of the numerical spacetime must be reinterpreted as a perturbation
on a Kerr (or Schwarzschild) black hole background. This provides initial values for
the close-limit approximation [11] which uses the Teukolsky equation[12] to treat
the subsequent dynamics.

An important consistency condition for our method will be that our result should
not depend strongly on where the interfaces are located in time. Consider the FN-
CL interface. If we slide the interface forward in time (upward in the diagram) the
e�ect is that close-limit evolution will be exchanged for numerical simulation. If
both methods are e�ective around this time and if the interface is faithful, then
the result should come out nearly the same. Later I will demonstrate this kind of
robustness for a test problem. The same type of testing, on the PN-FN interface may
eventually allow us to test, for instance, the claims of Buonanno and Damour[5].

2 The FN-CL Interface

Our present work focuses, as a �rst step, on implementing a practical FN-CL in-
terface. Aside from the numerical nature of the simulation results is the more fun-
damental question of how to interpret the geometric information in the late-time
region of some spacetime as a perturbation on a black hole background. The pri-
mary obstacle is to identify the black hole emerging in the space time and to relate
its coordinates (including the time slicing) to the perturbation theory analysis. This
requires making use of both geometrical information from the spacetime and other
information tied to some understanding of the particular initial data. The black
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hole's mass and angular momentum can be taken, for instance from the ADM mass
and angular momentum of the initial data if we don't expect too much radiation.
The value of the curvature invariant I = 3M2=(r � ia cos �)6 and other geometri-
cal quantities, can be used to provide some information about the coordinates but
other information, such as values dragged in from the better understood faraway
region will probably also be needed. In particular, for the Misner example demon-
strated below. We estimate the background radial coordinate based on the value of
I averaged over �. And use maximal slicing as an estimate of the Boyer-Lindquist
time slices. Having identi�ed the background black hole we then determine an es-
timate for the background Kinnersley tetrad, which is explicitly normalized in the
numerical spacetime, and use this to compute the Cauchy data required for the
perturbative evolution. This data consists of the Weyl scalar 	4 and its derivative
with respect to the background time coordinate _	4 (see Ref. [8] for details). An
essential feature of this construction is that the perturbation formalism is �rst order
gauge and tetrad invariant, meaning that small uncertainties in the speci�cations
given for this embedding into a background black hole spacetime will not strongly
e�ect the perturbation analysis results. All that is left then is to evolve the pertur-
bations with the Teukolsky equation which governs the dynamics of distortions on
a (possibly) spinning black hole. This de�nes a 2D linear Cauchy problem which is
solved numerically[9, 7]. In the case of our example the black hole is not spinning
(a = 0).

Another important question which stands behind all this is: How do we know
when have we done enough numerical simulation so that the �nal black hole is
formed and the subsequent evolution may be e�ectively handled by perturbation
theory? We have devised three independent tests for determining this \linearization
time." The �rst is based on the speciality invariant[2] which provides an invariant
estimate of when perturbation theory is applicable. The others are based on the
expectation, mentioned in the introduction, that the physical results should be
independent of the time at which the interface is applied between numerical and
perturbative evolution. We look for this type of invariance in two characteristics of
the radiation waveform, its total energy, and its phase, or time of arrival.

3 The Misner problem: Results

As a sample problem to test the e�ectiveness of our ideas, we have �rst applied
our approach to the well-studied Misner problem, in which the two black holes are
initially at rest, and in our case, of equal masses. For these data the initial separation
of the black holes is traditionally parameterized by a value denoted �0. Beginning
with initial data for the numerical simulation we momentarily sidestep the problem
of the interface joining the post-Newtonian and full-numerical approaches, allowing
us to focus on the e�ectiveness of our FN-CL interface. For the numerical evolution.
We use the Cactus code in an octant domain as is appropriate for the symmetry in
this problem. We evolve with maximal slicing and vanishing shift using the standard
ADM evolution system on a 1283 grid in specialized spatial coordinates which allow
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us to push the outer boundary far enough away that we can safely ignore the regions
of the spacetime in its causal future when we later extract the perturbative data.
The numerical evolution times are less that 10M . In the FN-CL interface we take
the ADM mass,M , of the initial slice as the mass of the background (Schwarzschild)
black hole, and identify the background coordinates as noted in the last paragraph.
The 2D close-limit evolution is performed on a domain, �20 < r � =M < 50 and
n� � nr = 48� 700.
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Figure 2: Cauchy data for the close limit perturbation treatment data that has been extracted

from the numerical spacetime.

Fig. 2 shows an intermediate result, the output from our FN-CL interface after
numerical evolution, but before the �nal perturbative calculation. This is a sample
of the Cauchy data for the perturbation problem, taken on the equator for the case
of �0 = 2:2 which corresponds to an initial proper black hole separation of about
4:5M The several curves in each plot were extracted from the numerical spacetime
on di�erent time slices. As noted above, comparing the results when the FN-CL
transition is implemented after varying durations of numerical evolution provides
an important consistency check. The curves shown here should di�er because they
represent the state of the system at di�erent times. The left panel of Fig. 3
shows the resulting radiation waveform on the equator for this case, again for data
extracted after several times. Despite the di�erences in Fig. 2, these waveforms
agree quite nicely, showing that numerical and perturbative evolution were nearly
interchangeable, as expected. Note in particular that the phase of the early part
of the waveform is in excellent agreement. This was one of the tests described
earlier for determining the linearization time. The agreement here indicates that
we have reached the perturbative regime, e�ectively linear evaluation, by 3M ! I
haven't included any curves for earlier transitions, after 1M or 2M , for instance,
but those cases show the wave arriving a little too early, because the perturbative
evolution has been applied when nonlinear dynamics were still signi�cant. As an
independent assessment of the linearization time we also look at the dependence of
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Figure 3: Left: Waveform dependence on FN-CL transition time. The agreement in the wave-

forms indicates that we can successfully exchange numerical and perturbative evolution during this

period. Right: Total radiated energy dependence on FN-CL transition time, showing a plateau

after 3M .

the total radiation energy on the FN-CL transition time. In the right panel of Fig.
3 we see that the energy for this case is constant to within a few percent beginning
at 3m. This estimate of the linearization time is the same as that obtained from
the waveforms. After 6M , loss of numerical accuracy begins to a�ect our result
at the resolution we have used. Our third, S-invariant, also indicates a similar
linearization time, around 2M -3M , thus we feel we have a good understanding of
when nonlinear dynamics are no longer signi�cantly a�ecting the waveforms.
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Figure 4: Left: Our results for the total radiated energy from these black hole collisions are

in good agreement with earlier results obtained by 2D numerical simulation. The comparison

with the Price-Pullin perturbative result illustrates the importance of the brief stage of numerical

simulation. Right: Our waveforms are also in good agreement with the 2D simulation results.

Because we see invariance in the waveforms after 3M , the linearization time, we
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can conclude that our results are self-consistent and provide a reasonable estimate
of the radiation. Though we have only shown the analysis of the �0 = 2:2 case we
obtain similar results for cases of other separations as well. Since this is a test prob-
lem, which has already been studied by (more limited) 2D numerical simulation we
can now proceed one step further and check our results against earlier calculations.
The left panel of Fig. 4 shows the total radiation energies, as a function of sepa-
ration, as calculated by several methods. The stars are our results, and the spots
are the result of 2D numerical simulation[1]. The agreement is excellent. The small
di�erence in the point at 6:2M is within the error bars for the 2D result. Our result
agrees better with more advanced simulations.[4] The continuous curve is the result
of perturbation theory alone without any numerical simulation[10]. Although we
needed only a brief period of numerical simulation, up to 6M, to obtain these results
the comparison with the continuous curve shows that this was critical for getting a
good estimate of the radiation. A waveform comparison, is shown in the right panel
of Fig. 4. The agreement is excellent, actually far better than we were expecting.

Recall that our ultimate goal is to provide some estimate for the radiation from
black hole binaries with the technologies available today. The success of our estimate
in this test problem encourages us to pursue a more realistic astrophysical example
in our subsequent work. We hope to be able to learn about physics with this
approach. We should be able to study such phenomena as the last stable orbit
of the binary system, and the e�ects of small amount of spin on the late-stage
interaction of the black holes. Eventually, with some implementation of a PN-FN
interface we will be able to fully study the binary black hole system. The key
advantages of our approach are that we maintain a clear geometrical and physical
understanding of the dynamics, by using perturbation theory to the greatest extent
possible. We have a notable gain in computational eÆciency because we focus the
numerical simulation exclusively on the part of the problem where there are strong
non-linear dynamics. But most importantly, with this approach we can get some
estimates, in the near future, of waveforms from binary black hole inspiral which
can be used to assist in rapidly advancing observational work.
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